TARDIGRAD Catalyst®
Engineered to protect our environment.

TARDIGRAD Catalyst®

TRADIGRAD in Brief

Kanzler Verfahrenstechnick GmbH with its experienced R&D team for many years
has developed catalysts optimized for several applications at different conditions.
The chemical activity and stability of catalysts, the different shape and composition of the support material as well as the physical operational data like pressure
drop are tested to ensure permanently efficient and reliable catalytic oxidation
processes.

TARDIGARD Catalyst Main Features
TYPE

Pt-Promoted

SHAPE

Monolith Honeycomb

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

150 X 150 X 300 mm with 50 X 50 cells

IGNITION TEMPERATURE

250°C

CONTINUOS OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE

250°C - 600°C

PEAK TEMPERATURE

800°C

OXIDATION COMPOUNDS

Hydrocarbons, halogenated Hydrocarbons, H2S,CS2, SO2

METHANE CONVERSION RATE

>99% at 600°C

OXIDATION REACTIONS ∆T

The new KVT catalyst generation TARDIGRAD is a special platinum catalyst with monolith honeycomb shape. It´s
used mainly for the oxidation in the first bed converter in wet gas desulfurization process, SULFOX, but can be used
for many industrial applications where the oxidation of hydrogenated hydrocarbons or of H2S, COS, SO2, is required
even at low temperatures. High efficiency and flexible design are achieved through reduced plant investment costs.
Thanks to its special formulation and shape TARDIGRAD catalysts provide:

1g/Nm3

∆TR

H2S

11,9°C

Cs2

10.6°C

BTX

~ 30°C

Propane

~ 31°C

KVT Sulfox Plant with TARDIGRAD Catalyst

• Wide working temperature
The temperature range of 250° ÷ 800° C ensures more design flexibility and energy efficiency.
• Wide range of raw gas components
Different raw gas compounds including hydrocarbons are oxidized. TARDIGRAD is halogens and sulfur resistant.
• Lower investment cost
In comparison with the conventional pellets catalyst a substantial reduction of cross sectional area of the converter is achieved, which means a major impact on the converter design and investment costs.
The TARDIGRAD application for gas desulfurization (wet technology) does not require the burning chamber in the
plant, with the advantage to have a more compact design of reactor vessel, plant costreduction as well as energy
saving.
• Lower operational cost
In comparison with the conventional pellets catalyst the special shape ensures very low specific pressure drop,
reducing the operational cost.
• Stable activity
The special formulation ensures the thermal stability.
• Eliminated maintenance cost for screening and cleaning
The special shape ensures low dust sensitivity. The dust cannot reduce the efficiency avoiding maintenance cost
for catalyst cleaning. Losses for screening are completely avoided. In comparison with the pellets catalyst the
honeycomb shape remains stable throughout the time.
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